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With remarkable similarities in the responses of neurons in the          
visual cortex and units of higher layers of convolutional neural          
networks (CNNs), CNNs are commonly considered as models of the          
primate visual system. However, when studied carefully, the response         
characteristics of artificial units diverge from what is known to          
neuroscience. Most of the units of intermediate hidden layers, in          
addition to emerging class-selectivity properties, exhibit strong negative        
selectivity towards images of the same category. Therefore, the response          
properties differ from the half-normal curve observed in neurons in the           
high-level visual cortex, thus pointing to differences in visual         
information representation.  

 
1. Introduction 

Most widely used computer-vision models (e.g. AlexNet,       
VGG16, Inception-v3, ResNet, etc.), were initially trained on the         
ImageNet dataset [Russakovsky et al, 2015]. The dataset consists of          
1000 categories, including “library”, “dishwasher”, “zebra”,      
“landrover”, “sea urchin”, as well as 120 categories of dog breeds           
to showcase fine-grained classifications.  

Models trained on ImageNet dataset were shown to be useful          
for transfer learning [Shin et al, 2016] and to work with the novel             
categories without any additional training, eg. classifying paintings        
[Banerji & Sinha, 2016]. They also revealed remarkable similarities         
to the responses of neurons in the inferior temporal (IT) cortex           
[Cadieu et al, 2014]. Thus, representations formed in the         
higher-level layers of CNNs find application in various domains,         
including modeling visual information processing by the primate        
visual system. 

However, this work suggests that latent representations formed        
in convolutional layers do not necessarily reflect the functional         
properties of biological neurons, such as category selectivity.  

 
2. Methodology 

Filters (or units) of a CNN are often called feature detectors           
based on their ability to detect the presence of a specific spatial            
pattern on an image. Here, the response properties of units are           
studied using GoogLeNet (Inception-v1) model [Szegedy et al.,        
2015].  

Because of the prevalence of categories with dogs in the          
ImageNet dataset, this work studies how the concept of a dog is            
represented and processed in the model. For that, a combined          
dataset was created, which includes images of 120 dog categories          
of the ImageNet training data, as well as a sampling of 100 non-dog             
categories. The data was fed to the network and activations for           
every layer were collected before the application of the activation          
function (ReLU). From every activation map of a convolutional         
layer, in addition to the average response, minimum and maximum          
values were extracted (min and max pool operations). 

One way to understand a neuron’s function, which is commonly          
used in neuroscience, is through category selectivity, which reflects         
a proportion of a unit’s category-related activity. Selectivity index         
was calculated on normalized activations as following: 

  
where AN denotes normalized activation, while AC is a         

proportion of activation related to the category`s exemplars. The         
approach does not require class sizes to be equal. The output equals            
to one if all of the responses were seen in the category of interest. A               
filter was considered selective if its score exceeded 0.65 [Aparicio          
et al, 2016]. 
 
3. Results 

In the intermediate layers of a network trained on ImageNet, a large            
proportion of filters respond to dogs’ images. When the negative          
activations are truncated by ReLU function, responses of such units          
will remind a tuning curve of face-selective neurons in the inferior           
temporal cortex [Sato et al., 2009]. However, when negative values          
are taken into account, it is possible to see that the strongest            
negative response can also be elicited by images of dogs, see Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1. Examples of images that evoke a neuron of mixed4c layer: the             
strongest response (top row, 𝜇=1226), no activation (middle row, 𝜇=0.6), or           
strong negative activation (bottom row, 𝜇=-412). 

Each layer’s responses were sorted, and the content of one thousand           
of the strongest positive activations was compared to the content of           
a thousand of the strongest negative values for each filter. Besides,           
every filter was also assigned with a selectivity index. Figure 2           
illustrates the results of the analysis for the layer mixed4c. If a unit             
of the layer had properties similar to neurons in the IT cortex [Sato             
et al., 2009], whenever it exhibits general selectivity towards dog          
category, most of the images of this category would elicit an           
increase in a firing rate. However, that’s not the case with artificial            
neurons, as we can see on Fig.2., most of the dog-selective neurons            
have a large number of dog images that resulted in strong negative            
activation. 

4. Discussion 

Despite the previously shown similarities between activations       
of neurons in the IT cortex and units in high layers of CNNs,             
artificial neurons encode visual information differently. In the        
higher-level areas of the visual cortex, neurons demonstrate sparse  



 

 
Figure 2. Presence of images with dogs in the responses of mixed4c            
layer units. Red color denotes units with a selectivity index towards           
dog category of 0.7 and higher.  

responses with selectivity to faces, objects, and some of the          
other categories.  

Neurons of a CNN, in contrast, reveal dichotomy in responses.          
Their activations, indeed, measure the similarity of an image to a           
feature they detect; however, this function is not smooth. Latent          
space in CNNs from the early stages of the processing is influenced            
by the choice of a cost function and a training dataset.  

The default choice of a lost function for the multiclass          
classification task is the cross-entropy loss function. It computes         
the divergence of a predicted class probability from the actual label,           
which is encoded as a binary vector, where one is assigned for the             
target class, and zeros stand for the rest of the classes. Thus, it             
implicitly assumes that the classes are equally spaced, meaning that          
a failure to distinguish a dog from a car is equivalent to confusion             
among dog breeds. The more confidence a node has in predicting a            
class, the more significantly its weights will be adjusted to avoid           
further mistakes.  

This strategy helps to train models to differentiate categories         
successfully, but it does not necessarily require visually similar         
images to be similar in the latent space of high-level layers of            
neural networks. Moreover, a neuron’s weights may be tuned to          
separate these resembling images. The most prominent example is         
when an individual unit, highly selective to some members of a           
category, is, nevertheless, inhibited by visually similar objects of         
the same category, and this selectivity-profile cannot be attributed         
to incidental differences in low-level statistics.  

As a result, images from totally different categories, such as          
cars or cups, evoke higher activation in a dog-selective neuron than           
images of dogs of other breeds. These neural networks’ properties          
may be the reason for unstable behavior when a model detects           
objects in their absence and fails to recognize obvious cases from a            
human observer’s point of view.  
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